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e. p. thompson and the making of the new left: essays and ... - e. p. thompson and the making of the
new left includes essays and reviews writ- ten between 1956, when he left the communist party along with
thousands of others in the wake of the soviet invasion of hungary, and 1963, the year he severed his ties with
the the nuclear non-protestation treaty - new left review - ‘strategic arms, the cold war and the third
world’ and mike davis, ‘nuclear imperialism and extended deterrence’, in e. p. thompson et al., exterminism
and cold war, verso: london 1982. poli30892 war, genocide, terror: view online understanding ... exterminism and cold war - e. p. thompson, 1982 book | *read chapter 'warfare and capitalism' by kaldour,
mary* 2/29 . 02/03/19 poli30892 war, genocide, terror: understanding organised violence (dr martin coward) |
the university of manchester blood and soil: a world history of genocide and extermination from sparta to
darfur - ben kiernan, c2007 book genocide: its political use in the ... e. p. thompson: a life of struggle booksandideas - e. p. thompson: a life of struggle françois jarrige a great historian of the english working
class, a major intellectual figure in debates surrounding marxism in the years 1960-1970, and an anti-nuclear
activist who initiated an hiroshima and nagasaki: time for sanity and healing - the book ‘exterminism
and cold war [3]’ edited by e.p. thompson and others is still worth reading twenty-five years after this book
was written to oppose the whole scale investment in weapons to kill working paper no - lse home - 7
edward thompson, ‘notes on exterminism, the last stage of civiliz ation’, in new left review (ed.), exterminism
and the cold war , london: verso, 1982, pp.21-22. 8 jacklyn cock & laurie nathan (eds), war and society. liberal
militarism and the british state - 1 e.p. thompson, ‘notes on exterminism, the last stage of civilization’, in
new left review, eds., exterminism and cold war, london 1982, p. 23. 2 this was the already archaic british
nomenclature for the army ministry and navy ministry respectively. 3 perry anderson, ‘the figures of descent’,
nlr 161, january–february 1987, pp. 27–8. 4 ibid., p. 75. 5 correlli barnett, the audit ... ricardo g. müller paperroom.ipsa - exterminism or utopia: e. p. thompson’s pacifist strategy 1 ricardo g. müller2 introduction
e. p. thompson’s contribution may be considered unique if we think of a conception of political theory in which
philosophy, history and political activism are related. his contribution can be observed in different academic
areas and subjects, such as the study of social movements, which require a ... the unfinished global
revolution - university of sussex - the unfinished global revolution: intellectuals and the new politics of
international relations martin shaw abstract ten years after the revolutions of 1989, we can see these as a highpoint of a new, peter ormonde - university of wollongong - e.p. thompson has an apocalyptic vision. it is a
vision shared by a growing number of europeans and others who, like thompson, ... cold war and notes on
exterminism, the last stage of civilisation, thompson argues that the ruling elite of the ussr, by accepting the
arguments of a, "defensive" nuclear weapons system and deterrence, locked the eastern bloc into much the
same ideological and ... sustainable security in the korean peninsula - 3) the phrase comes from e.p.
thompson, exterminism and cold war(london: new left books, 1982). interdependence on the reciprocal
commitment of its neighbors to these goals. the left dilemma for the greens - core - exterminism, the last
stage of civilization,’ thompson argues that, to understand the new cold war (between the usa and the ussr) it
was necessary to go beyond the left's preoccupations with defending the ussr and look instead at what both
east martin shaw - papersrn - edward thompson asserted, in his famous essay 'notes on exterminism: the
last stage of civilisation', that there is no dialectic in the arms race. 1 more recently, anthony giddens has
argued that no plausible 'dialectical counterpart' to the progressive accumulation of hot news, cold - cjconline - e.p. thompson (1982) suggests that the us and ussr have virtually become "exterminist" social
systems, in which culture, ideology, politics and economics are dominated by a logic tending towards eventual
mutual annihilation. inter-systemic conflict: the case of cold war a distinct ... - e.p. thompson's theory
of 'exterminism' is one of the more elaborate variants this thesis, since it sees the arms race not just as
product of what
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